On May 28 the students and staff enjoyed an entertaining performance by the **Music is Fun Band**. The band was most professional in its approach to connecting with the students and our students at EPPS did themselves proud as an engaged audience. **Well done!**

There was an invitation for many students to take a special part in the performance. These students were given fabulous costumes to put on and act out parts of the songs. Other students took the time and energy to create their own costumes at home and came to the performance dressed ready to have a good time! **Fantastic!**

I feel a special mention needs to go to the group of students who have been coming to the music room for weeks now preparing their part for the concert. These students choreographed a dance to ‘**Can You Feel It**’. Their performance showed confidence and how well the students had worked towards this goal. **Well done!**

Another group of students came in and worked tirelessly at their parts to singing a solo section of ‘**Best Friends**’. These solists even surprised their teachers with how well they sang!

All of these students are showing our school values by working hard towards a goal and achieving success.

**I am very proud of you!**

*Amanda Roeger*